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The Kharkov Game-Changer

By Pepe Escobar, September 15, 2022

Facts: Russian forces withdrew from the territory of Kharkov to the left bank of the Oskol
river, where they are now entrenched. A Kharkov-Donetsk-Lugansk line seems to be stable.
Krasny Liman is threatened, besieged by superior Ukrainian forces, but not lethally.

India-China Border Dispute: Big Picture of Disengagement in Ladakh

By M. K. Bhadrakumar, September 16, 2022

A  judicious  admixture  of  firmness  and  realism  (on  both  sides)  has  made  this  agreement
possible.  External  Affairs  Minister  S  Jaishankar  pointedly  reminded  the  domestic  public
opinion about this on September 4 even as the announcement on the disengagement four
days later was being drafted jointly with China.

Denmark Bars COVID Vaccines for Almost Everyone Under Age 50

By Jim Hoft, September 16, 2022

Denmark will bar people under 50 from receiving the COVID vaccine. In July 2022, it was no
longer possible for  children and adolescents aged under 18 to get  the first  COVID vaccine
injection and, after September 1, 2022, it was no longer possible for them to get the second
injection.

Collusion Between Government and “Big Tech” To Suppress Free Speech: Illegal Censorship
of Stories involving Covid Jab Refusal

By Dr. Joseph Mercola, September 15, 2022
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In a September 1, 2022, article, the Post Millennial reveals how federal officials in the Biden
administration  have  held  secret  censorship  meetings  with  social  media  companies  to
suppress Americans’ First Amendment rights to free speech, and to ban or deplatform those
who share unauthorized views about COVID and vaccines.

U.S. Finally Admits Ukraine Bombed Zaporizhzhia’s Nuclear Power Plant

By Eric Zuesse, September 15, 2022

Unnamed  American  officials,  according  to  the  New  York  Times,  have  admitted  that  the
explosives  fired  against  Ukraine’s  nuclear  power  plant  in  Zaporizhzhia  have  been  fired
against the plant by Ukraine’s Government, not by Russia’s Government, and furthermore
these officials make clear that Ukraine’s attacks against the plant are a key part of Ukraine’s
plan to  win  its  U.S.-backed-and-advised war  against  Russia,  on the battlefields  of  Ukraine,
using Ukrainian soldiers.

COP27 Climate Summit  to be Held in Egypt Amid Evolving Global  Crisis:  Food Deficits  and
Famine

By Abayomi Azikiwe, September 15, 2022

African nations are preparing for the United Nations Climate Conference (COP27) scheduled
to take place in the Egyptian resort area of Sharm-el-Sheikh from November 6-20. This
gathering is  taking place during a period of  rising uncertainty due to burgeoning food
deficits along with the crisis of accumulation and distribution related to agricultural products
in general.

Analyzing Azerbaijan’s “Special Military Operation” Against Armenia

By Andrew Korybko, September 15, 2022

Azerbaijan’s undeclared special military operation against Armenia is the most destabilizing
development to happen along Russia’s periphery since the latest US-provoked phase of the
Ukrainian Conflict began in February.

Pakistan Copes with Unprecedented “Natural Catastrophe”

By Sajjad Shaukat, September 15, 2022

The unprecedented deadly floods and extraordinary monsoon rains which began in June, this
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year  has  destroyed lives,  livelihoods  and infrastructure  in  various  regions  of  Pakistan,
leaving one-third of the country underwater.

“The Worldwide Corona Crisis, Global Coup d’Etat against Humanity”

By David Skripac, September 15, 2022

For the past two and a half years humanity has been in the grip of a global psychological
and economic  war.  Unlike  the two world  wars  of  the twentieth  century,  which mainly
affected  the  belligerent  nations  and  their  neighboring  countries,  the  corona  crisis  is  truly
global in scope. No matter where one resides on this planet, one cannot escape either the
economic or mental health implications of this crisis.

Analysis of the Early Fighting in the First World War, 108 Years Ago

By Shane Quinn, September 15, 2022

At the latter end of August 1914, in the face of German Army victories and advances, the
Franco-British forces were in retreat all along the front west of Verdun, a city located 140
miles east of Paris.
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